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THE ACPA19 EXPERIENCE
• Thank you for attending today’s session, where we hope 

you will:
• Connect with each other
• Experience new, cutting edge ideas
• Invest in your long-term learning
• Reflect on what you have experienced
• Transform by converting knowledge into action



LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Related to our mission of supporting and fostering learning through the 
generation and dissemination of knowledge, ACPA-College Student 

Educators International would like to acknowledge that the land we are 
meeting on today is the original homelands of the Mashpee 

Wampanoag, Aquinnah Wampanoag, Nipmuc, and Massachusett tribal 
nations. We acknowledge the painful history of genocide and forced 

removal from this territory, and we honor and respect the many diverse 
Indigenous peoples still connected to this land on which we gather.



INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE

#ACPA19 Provides an opportunity to discuss concepts that span a 
variety of audiences and contexts in higher, post-secondary, and 
tertiary education. As such, we ask that session participants consider:
• Recognizing individual gender pronoun use
• Utilizing contemporary and relevant language around social 

identities
• Utilizing language that recognizes varying abilities and is not ableist
• Utilizing language inclusive of diverse global contexts
• Utilizing this space for developmental and educational support of 

attendees who may be unfamiliar with inclusive language practices



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
● Attendees will be able to identify 1-3 concepts that will support the lived 

experiences of NXFG professionals
● Embrace intersectionalities that connect rather than divide human 

experiences
● Recognize and validate that intergenerational trauma exists in historically 

marginalized communities 
● Develop individual and community strategies to recognize, honor, and use 

resiliencies derived from intergenerational and historical traumas toward 
liberation, decolonization and social change

● Learn to articulate, emphasize, and validate the importance of narrative 
change

#TruthToPower



AWARENESS OF SELF

Things we discuss may activate you 
and that is part of the process,

to get through 
and not get over.



GUIDELINES FOR DIALOGUE
1. Be fully present. Our time together is precious and limited. Everyone at the table has significant 

contributions to make and we need you to fully participate with both your head and your heart.
2. Confidentiality. We want to create an atmosphere for open, honest exchange. What is said in the 

space stays in the space. What is learned in the space can leave the space.
3. Speak from personal experiences . Use “I” statements to share thoughts and feelings. You 

cannot speak for your group; just because you are does not mean you understand.
4. Challenge the idea and not the person. If we wish to challenge something that has been said, 

we will challenge the idea or the practice referred to, not the individual sharing this idea or 
practice.

5. Speak your first draft. If something is bothering you or if you have an idea or thought that is not 
completely formed - share this with the group. Often our emotional reactions to this process and 
our initial ideas and thoughts offer the most valuable learning opportunities.

6. Take responsibility for your impact. Our intentions do not negate the negative impact we may 
have on someone. We will hold ourselves accountable by challenging ourselves to be quick to 
sincerely apologize and then open to learning when we do not understand.

7. Assume best intentions. Trust that people are doing the best they can and everyone is 
attempting to balance being honest, vulnerable, and imperfect with standards of perfection, 
mastery, and survival.

from ACPA Caucus



GET TO KNOW YOU
Make a list of the YOUs you are.

How many and which of those YOUs do you bring to work?

Which YOUs do you wish you were (or weren’t)?

Consider those YOUs in the context of messages received 
early on from your family.



PROCESS OF HEALING AND BECOMING
REFLECTION

UNDERSTANDING

ACKNOWLEDGING/
AFFIRMINGBECOMING

ACT/
DIALOGUE



REFLECTION
1. What dominant narratives about my racial identity do I believe in, and 

why? 
2. What dominant narratives about your racial identity was I taught to 

believe in? 
3. What impact have these narratives had on my self concept?
4. What does racial justice mean to me?
5. What is my understanding of decolonization?

from ACPA Caucus



NEXT GENERATION FIRST GENERATION (NXFG)™
The YOU in the Dominant Narrative The YOU in the Counter Narrative

Living in the shoulds Trailblazers and Decolonizers

No sense of belonging Flexible, Collaborator

Don’t know who your allies are Not only first, the only one

Imposter syndrome - posing Resilience and self-care

Battle fatigue Grit

Who am I where? Collectivist

Diminished or exploited Brave 

The stereotype Accepting my identities

Being in the middle or sidelines Intuitive

Apologizer Own it!



UNDERSTANDING
1. How does my identity affect the way I experience the world?
2. What does my racial identity mean for how I interact with the field of 

student affairs?
3. How does my racial identity show up when working with students, 

staff, and executive leadership?

from ACPA Caucus



ACKNOWEDGEMENT/AFFIRMATION
1. In what ways do race-based inequity and colonization show up in our 

field? 
2. How do similar inequities show up within my own work?
3. In what ways do I experience the perpetuation of racism and 

colonized practices in my day to day work? 
4. How is this behavior reinforced by our field and institutional norms?

from ACPA Caucus



EMBRACING THE COUNTERNARRATIVE: 
INTERSECTIONALITY

● Focused on the experiences of historically marginalized populations
● Shaped by research on critical race theory and feminist theories
● Necessarily highlights multidimensional development of identity as shaped by one’s 

interactions and experiences
● Includes an analysis of one’s unique lived experiences established at the convergence 

of multiple social identities
● Intersections exist within structures of inequity that create both privilege and oppression 

(Bowleg, 2008; Shields, 2008; Thornton Dill, McLaughlin, & Nieves, 2012)
● While there have been several models and theories explaining the development of 

professional identities, there is limited research addressing the complexities of NXFG 
identities at the convergence



EMBRACING THE COUNTERNARRATIVE: 
INTERSECTIONALITY

● Within one, many – messages matter
● NXFG experience environments at the convergence of multiple identities 
● Conceptualization of experiences from a multidimensional lens
● No one identity can be appreciated without examining its interactions with other 

identities
● An intersectionality framework is crucial to allow for an inclusive understanding of 

NXFG identity development 
● Inequities are never the result of single, explicit factors, rather, they are the outcome of 

intersections of distinct social locations, power relations, and experiences (Hankivsky, 
2014)

● Recognizing, reframing, and reshaping policies and practices to value NXFG 
professionals as necessary to the success of an organization 



BECOMING
1. What is my vision for decolonizing my work? What is my vision for 

achieving race-based equity in my work? In the field?
2. What are some immediate actions I can take to begin to decolonize 

my work? 
3. What are some immediate actions I can take to make my work more 

equitable for students and colleagues of all races?

from ACPA Caucus



RECOGNIZING AND VALIDATING 
INTERGENERATIONAL TRAUMA

“These crimes are perpetuated in a seemingly never-ending cycle. The 
powerful oppress the less powerful who, in turn oppress those even less 
powerful than they. These cycles of oppression leave scars on the 
victims and victors alike, scars that embed themselves in our 
collective psyches and are passed down through generations, 
robbing us of our humanity.” 

(DeGruy, 2005, p. 4)



RECOGNIZING AND VALIDATING 
INTERGENERATIONAL TRAUMA

Four Principles of Intergenerational/Historical Trauma

A dominant group intentionally and 
purposefully perpetuates trauma on 
another group

Trauma can include multiple calamitous 
occurrences and continues over extended 
periods of time

Collectively felt experiences of traumatic 
events resonate within and around the group

The enormity of the traumatic event(s) 
significantly disturbs the group from its 
instinctive trajectory and a culture of 
physiological, societal, and economic 
inequities endure from generation to 
generation 

(Sotero, 2006)



RECOGNIZING AND VALIDATING 
INTERGENERATIONAL TRAUMA

NXFG susceptibility
During the hiring process, onboarding process, 
team-building events, meetings, search committees, 
any committees, supervision, in times backlash 

How is it manifested?
Unresolved and misunderstood panic, fear, 
depression, anxiety, anger, pain lack of motivation, 
imposter syndrome, sense of powerlessness, 
hopelessness, survivor guilt, deep sadness, anti-
social behaviors, physical manifestations: Diabetes.

How is it hidden?
Failure to disclose symptoms, alcohol/other 
substance abuse, masking consistent undisclosed 
unease, self-mutilation/deprecation, stress
How is it addressed?
Relationship building, space for personal narratives, 
positive interactions related to heritage
Recent Research
Pember, 2017: Intergenerational Trauma: 
Understanding Natives Pain.
● Epigenetic: Nature AND Nurture - alters genes
● Native peoples have known of this for 

centuries



ACTION/DIALOGUE – RISK TAKING
1. Who are some co-conspirators in this process at my institution and 

within the broader profession? 
2. How might you hold each other accountable in this work?
3. What are some of the risks I am willing to take to pursue racial 

justice and decolonization at my institution? In the field of higher 
education and student affairs?

4. What supports and obstacles do you foresee in this process?

from ACPA Caucus



Deficit-Based Asset-Based

Symptoms/pathologized Unique, talents, resources

Problem-focused Possibility-focused

Intervention Collaboration

Other as expert Self is expert

Exclusion Symbolic 
Inclusion

Prescribed 
Inclusion Inclusion

Organizational Developmental Model of Inclusion

22

STRENGTHS-BASED RESILENCE THINKING



When a flower doesn't bloom 
you fix the environment in 

which it grows, not the flower. 
--Alexander Den Heije
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Initiative Type of Initiative Audience

Narrative Project Curriculum, Leadership Development, 
Community Engagement

Undergraduate, Graduate

Kaya Narratives/Narrative Teams/Narrative 
Therapies

Professional/Personal Growth and 
Development

Staff, Faculty, Professionals

Asian American Voices in Public History Curriculum, Community Engagement Undergraduate, Graduate, 
Personal and Professional 
Development

Peer Mentor Leadership Development 
Program  - faculty mentoring, professional 
mentoring

Curriculum, Leadership Development, 
Community Engagement

Undergraduate, Graduate, 
Professionals

Summer Academic Institute for Leaders 
and Scholars

Curriculum, Leadership Development, 
Professional and Personal Growth and 
Development

Undergraduate, Graduate, 
Professionals

EQUITY-BASED COUNTERNARRATIVES OF POWER, STRENGTH, 
AND HOPE: CREATING COMMUNITIES, LIFTING VOICES



EQUITY-BASED COUNTERNARRATIVES OF POWER, STRENGTH, 
AND HOPE: CREATING COMMUNITIES, LIFTING VOICES

• Focus on safety
• Build trust
• Exercise resilience
• Request cluster hires
• Search committee trainings about these issues
• Build allyships for processing and self-care
• Seek out mentors
• Create micromoments of awareness and care
• Lift while we climb, empower others, celebrate responses
• Validate counternarratives rather than stereotypes
• Stay the course - the road is long, the reward is great



TRUTH TO POWER
● Recognize chasm that exists between traditional deficit based approaches and strengths-

based approaches
● Consider IT as a circumstance to be acknowledged rather than as a characteristic 
● Separate IT from pathologization and instead consider it a way to build on innate strengths 

also passed through the generations

In absence of counter narratives we develop single stories about ourselves -
RISING UP is an active process - become the author of your own story.
–from Novelist Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

What if our health relied on us telling our story?

Self-care can be understood through collective care.

Telling your story while still free to do so is healing.

You’re not a victim for sharing your story. You are a survivor setting the world on fire with 
your truth. And you never know who needs your light, 

your warmth, and raging courage.  --Alex Elle



BEING YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF
In order to be my authentic self in the workplace, 

I will . . . 

I want to be known for . . . 

My core values include . . . 

I will not compromise . . . 

My success will be measured by . . . 



SESSION EVALUATION
Thank you for learning with us!

• Please provide feedback on this session by completing 
evaluation available within the ACPA app. 

• Click “All Events” > “Programs, Meetings and Events” > Scroll 
to the correct program session > Click “Educational Session 
Feedback”.

Your feedback is valuable to help ensure that our curriculum is 
meeting the needs of the attendees as well as to help 

presenters in their development.
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